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Abstract— Product manufactured from every manufacturing 

process shows some defects. For supplying quality product 

to customer these defects must be reduced. In this work, an 

attempt is made to reduce the rejection due to the bend, flash 

and other dimension defect of die casted part. Root cause of 

these defect is found out through why-why analysis 

technique. Process capability of current high pressure die 

casting manufacturing process is checked. Manufacturing 

process found capable to manufacture the components. 

Current problem of bend, flash and other dimension is 

solved by making an improvement in design of die and use 

of right method of calculation of machine tonnage. Plunger 

size changed 60mm to 70mm and machine tonnage changed 

from 400ton to 630ton so as to obtain modified improved 

flow pattern and locking capability. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We are manufacturing steering casting for wagon R and for 

other maruti variant. We are single manufacturer in india 

who is making steering in aluminium(ADC-7). We have 

trial this die with big failure, problem was casting stuck up 

in fix side. We have done so much R&D  to run this die. 

 

 

After no’s of trial we understand the root cause is 

ADC -7  specific gravity< ADC-12 specific gravity 

 
See this is very important factor when we calculate 

gate area which is missed during design stage.We have 

calculated sp. Gravity of ADC-7 then calculated gate area 

according this. 

 
After this calculation we have increased gate area 

and run die with low velocity on 400ton machine. 

Now problem was 100% rework of dimension after casting. 

II. SECOND PHASE OF PROBLEM & MEASURE 

This is not the way to producing casting I mean 100% 

rework, 100% inspection and it will cost us out of our 

budget. This really our pain when I have entered in company 

and see in die casting only 12 operator produce 3000 parts 

on the other hand 36 people doing inspection and rework 

that was the question to me that, have you completed your 

job? My answer “NO”. 
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3H & 9H Holes 

Required dim. 9.6 +/-0.2  

Before rework 9.12mm   

After rework  9.52mm 

 
Rivet Height  

Required dim. 6.2+/-0.2 mm 

Before rework PT1 6.47 mm 

PT2 6.26mm 

PT3 6.31mm 

PT4 6.46mm 

After rework PT1 6.17 mm 

PT2 6.26mm 

PT3 6.31mm 

PT4 6.26mm 

Rim Bend PT7 

Required dim. 123.0 +/-1.0 mm 

Before rework 121.34 mm 

After rework 123.46 mm 

 
Rim Height PT1 

Required dim 128.0 +/-1.0 

Before rework 129.42 mm 

After rework 127.89 mm 

III. ANALYSIS 

So I have started again my study identify some abnormality 

during die casting. 

 We are running this die with 55% filling ratio, so we 

need max power of machine. 

 Molten metal temperature 720-730 degree centigrade. 

 High flash in casting part. 

 High filling time due molten temperature.(As we know 

filling time directly proportional to molten metal 

temperature.) 

 Low specific gravity as compare to ADC-12   

 Low flow volume and high casting pressure with 60mm 

plunger as shown in pq2 analysis. 

 
So on the bases of these abnormality I have started 

my calculation 

For Carrying out the calculation we must have the 

following data 

We have 

Part Weight – 900 gm 

Overflow weight – 300 gm 

Runner Weight – 300 gm 

Plunger Dia – 70mm 

Gate area -3.5 cm² 

Machine Tonnage 

F  =   (CP * r² * projection area * high speed * filling time ) 

           ___________________________________________ 

                                      Volume 

 

     =            (800 * 3.5 * 3.5 * 400 * 250 * filling time ) 

              ______________________________________ 

                                        (900+300) 

                                         ________ 

                                              2.4 
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Filling Time  t  =   K * T ( Ti – Tf + SZ ) 

                              ____________________ 

                                   ( Tf – Td) 

Where   K = .034 sec/mm 

              T = 8 mm 

              Ti = 720ºC 

              Tf = 670ºC 

              S = 50 

              Z = 5.9 

              Td = 355 

 

           t =  .034 * 8 ( 720 - 670 + 50 * 5.9 ) 

                   __________________________ 

                                 (670 – 355 ) 

           t =  .297 sec 

 

           F =    980000000 * .297 

                    __________ 

                          500 

               =     582120  Kg 

               =     582.12 Ton 

Closing Force  =  582.12 Ton 

Opening Force = 582.12  * 1.2 

                        =  698.5 Ton                        =>   630 Ton 

Spare Capacity = 698.5  -  630  

                         =  68.5 Ton 

Active Sleeve Length = ( Plunger Stroke ) - ( plunger 

penetration ) + (Sprue Bush Height ) –                                           

(Diffuser Height ) 

                                    = 600 mm  

Active Sleeve Capacity  = Πr²h = 3.14 * 3.5 * 3.5 * 60 = 

2307.9 cm³ 

Shot Volume = ( 900 +300 + 300 ) 

                         ________________           =    625 cm³ 

                                     2.4                                              

Filling Ratio  =     Shot Volume                 625 

                           _________________= ______=     27.08 % 

                          Shot Sleeve Capacity     2307.9               

Fast Shot Length  =   

 

S2      =    Volume of (  Part weight  + Overflow weight ) 

               ______________________________________ 

                           Plunger  Area  

 

        =     ( 900+300 ) / 2.4                    500 

                _____________        =        _____    = 13 cm 

                  3.14 * 3.5 * 3.5                  38.46 

       =   130 mm 

Slow Shot Length  =  S1 

S1   =  ASL = S2 

        = 600 – 130 

      = 470 mm  

Shot Sleeve Velocity        V1 =  22.8 * ( 100-27.08) * √70 

                                                    ________________ 

                                                               100 

                                               =  16.62 * 8.36      

    = 135 mm /sec    

                                               = 0.135 m/sec 

 

  =     (900+300)/2.4 * 0.297 * 100 

________________________ 

Π * 3.5 * 3.5 

                                             

=             14850 

          _________________ 

               38.46   

=            43  cm /sec  

=           0.43 m/sec 

Gate Velocity          Vgate    =      plunger area     *     V2 

                                                   ___________    

                                                       gate area 

                                         =          38.46  * 0.43 

                                                    ___________  = 4.7 m/sec 

                                                          3.5 

IV. CONCLUSION    

This is very good journey of learning, thanks to my team,I 

have made some unique calculation to achieve best part in 

the world of steering casting in ADC-7 alloy.so I have 

conclude this study in following points. 

 

 Here I consider filling time as machine tonnage 

calculation variable. Which was not consider anywhere 

in world because normally we run aluminium alloy 650 

to 680 degree centigrade but not in this case. 

 Here I conclude that all dimension disturb due to metal 

come out from the filling position in the form of 

flashes. 

 Flash due to high temperature, low flow rate, high metal 

pressure and low tonnage. 

 So, I have decided to run this die on 630ton machine 

with 70mm plunger dia.   

 Here we will use low, plunger high speed with 70mm 

plunger dia.   

After this I will dam sure that there will be no need to 

rework single part, no need to 100% inspection, productivity 

will increase from 50 shot/hour to 60 shot/hour and yes 

“KASAM SE” we will produce best part in the world.  

Again thanks to all my team member,  

“keep learning till death”. 

 


